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1. INTRODUCTION
A large number of languages, including Arabic, Russian, and
most of the South and South East Asian languages, are writ-
ten using in the websites and user generated content (such
as tweets and blogs) in these languages are written using
Roman script due to various socio-cultural and technologi-
cal reasons such as familiarity with English and QWERTY
key boards [1]. This process of phonetically representing
the words of a language Roman script is called translitera-
tion [3] [2]. In the social media, very often we use Roman
scripts to express our thoughts in our native language which
is non-English. It results in a text which is written in En-
glish but is not an English text. In this paper, we present
our work on transliterated search on the dataset provided
by organizer of FIRE transliterated search track. We par-
ticipated on the subtask-1 which consists of two jobs: given
a text,

1. to tag the actual non-English and English words; then

2. write the non-English words in the native language
script.

2. OUR APPROACH
We created a simple two column dictionary map table for
non-english tokens from the given training data set. The
columns contain respectively a non-english Roman script
and corresponding unicode Bengali character sets (R2B).
Then we followed a two stage approach for this task.
For each token in the test set:

• Dictionary and R2B look-up:

– If the token is in R2B, tag it as \B and use its
transliteration.

– If the token is present in the English dictionary,
tag it as \E.

• If not present both in the English dictionary and R2B,
tag it as \B and use a rule based approach to translit-
erate.

There are many tokens containing punctuation-marks and
number. And there are some tokens which are popular ab-
breviations in microblogs. These tokens are not detected as
English or Bengali tokens and are tagged as other. Thus
some tokens, though a candidate Bengali token, are not
transliterated by our rule based approach.

2.1 Rule Based Approach
We have used a very simple rule based approach.

1. There are some blind rules, we will apply those rules
blind when ever it occurs, e.g
k ⇒ ক
kh⇒ খ etc.

2. Then some conditional rules applied, if we get any En-
glish vowel or more than defined consecutive vowels we
will check if previous character or character sequence
which follows previous blind rules or not.

• If it follows the blind rules the English vowel(s)
becomes Bengali vowel-modifier. e.g. kak ⇒ কাক.
Here you can see for ``k'' has a defined blind rule
so the English vowel ``a'' becomes vowel Bengali
vowel-modifier.

• If it does not follow the blind rules the English
vowel(s) becomes Bengali vowel. e.g. aam ⇒ অাম.
Here before ``aa'' there is no blind rules charac-
ter(s), so it does not follows any blind rules, that's
why ``aa'' becomes Bengali vowel.

3. If there are more than one blind rules sits beside each
other then they follows the assigned blind rules individ-
ually but between them one particular compound form-
ing character inserts, that particular compound forming
character is ``◌্''. That compound forming character
makes them compound character. e.g pranam⇒ রণাম.

3. RESULTS
Below some used abbreviations are described:



Teams Runs
Language
Tokens

English
Tokens

NE
Tokens

MIX
Tokens

6 11 6392 7215 429 0

Table 1: EnglishBengali Language Collection Informa-

tion

Total
Tokens

Number tokens
with transliterations

Number of rows
on which evaluation

was carried out
14036 397 739

Table 2: EnglishBengali Language Collection Informa-

tion

• LP, LR, LF: Token level precision, recall and F-measure
for the Indian language in the language pair.

• EP, ER, EF: Token level precision, recall and F-
measure for English tokens.

• TP, TR, TF: Token level transliteration precision,
recall, and F-measure.

• LA: Token level language labeling accuracy = correct
label pairs/(correct label pairs + incorrect label pairs).

• EQMF: EQMF (Exact query match fraction) as de-
fined in [4].

• EQMF (without transliteration): EQMF as de-
fined in, but only considering language identification.

• ETPM: Exact transliterated pair match as defined
in [4].

• NE: Named entities.

• MIX: MIX tags.

4. ERROR ANALYSIS
There are lots of area can be improve. If any token consists
more than one word and joined by punctuation. We have to
process those words individually and if every word falls in
one language group we might have en experiment by putting
the whole token in that same language group. We can
try other traditional translation strategies. Abbreviations
recognition and frequently used SMS-microblogging term
detection should be better. Spelling correction and/or pre-
diction of non-English language improvement can improve
overall performance. Invalid according to Bengali character
sequence should be handled.
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